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QUESTION 1

What component should you use to display recent blog posts in a Portal? 

A. Recent Documents 

B. Recent Posts 

C. Lists 

D. Blog Viewer 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement about Page Variants is not true? 

A. It is required if you want to handle zoom on device rotation. 

B. It shares the same security as a base page. 

C. It shares the same page parameters as the base page. 

D. It has the same pretty URL as the base page. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

In which two ways can a customer enable better mobile device access for Portal users? 

A. by using personalization to create different pages for each device 

B. by using the Mobile Application Framework (MAF) application that comes bundled with Portal 

C. by creating skins and templates that follow responsive design principles 

D. by creating page variants for different devices 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

A custom portal template contains discussions, documents, lists, members and roles, pages, task flows, 

and page templates. You want to create a portal using this custom portal template. 

Which data will be included in the new portal? 
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A. only task flows, page templates, discussions, documents, lists, roles and members, and pages 

B. only task flows, discussions, documents, lists, roles and members, and pages 

C. only task flows, page templates, documents, and pages 

D. only task flows, page templates, documents, and roles and members 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is true? 

A. If you want to use a certain page style to create a portal page, you have to upload it on the assets page of this portal. 

B. You cannot create a subpage that has a different security from its parent. 

C. When creating a portal page/subpage for a new portal created in 11.1.1.8, you are also creating a navigation item for
its default portal navigation. 

D. You cannot change a portal page\\'s direct URL after its creation. 

Correct Answer: C 
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